The National Institute of Statistics, Geography, and Informatics (INEGI) presents the Methodological synthesis of the Mexican international merchandise trade statistics (ECEM), which describes in summary form conceptual technical and operational features of this project to provide users with information in the generation of data.

While the document does not describe all the details of the process applied in generating the statistics, it provides an overview.

This product is part of the series entitled "Synthesis Methodological ... " covering major projects and generation programs of INEGI statistics, which contribute to the strengthening of the transparency of the procedures and schemes adopted in the generation of statistical information.
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• **How to use UN Comtrade** (Comtrade)
  - metadata
  - use
  - tutorial
  - how-to
  - api

• **Data Exchange Suite (DES)** (Comtrade)
  - user
  - tutorial
  - comtrade
  - des
  - sdmx

• **Timetable for data availability of country** (Comtrade)
  - user
  - comtrade
  - use
  - data_availability
  - qa

• **Quantity unit tons in detailed level data** (Comtrade)
  - user
  - comtrade
  - use
  - commodity
  - qa